Extra Credit for the School of Life:
Preparing Graduates for Financial Reality

How would you feel if you spent upwards of $50,000 for your child to go to college and then learned he or she was lacking the skills and tools to lead a financially successful life? Today, more than ever before, college graduates are entering the real world without sufficient preparation for common financial issues. The National Endowment for Financial Education® (NEFE®) is working to change that reality through its CashCourse program, which will improve personal finance knowledge among young adults.

To get an idea of the current state, let’s imagine a typical young adult who has recently entered the real world after college. He or she is more than $10,000 in debt, regularly carries a credit card balance, does not follow a budget, and has no health insurance.

Continued on page 2
Think this image is too pessimistic? The statistics reflect otherwise.

- Nearly 64 percent of young people have debt with the total debt load averaging more than $16,000.¹
- Almost three out of four young adults carry balances on their credit cards.²
- In the Gallup Poll® survey for USA Today and NEFE, young adults commonly reported not following a budget.³
- Nearly a third of young people ages 19 to 29 are uninsured—often this happens because their low-wage, entry-level jobs do not offer health insurance. Unless they are enrolled in college full-time or can remain on a parent’s health plan, they seldom can find affordable health insurance.⁴

This data suggest that many of today’s recent graduates lack the financial savvy to manage money concerns when they enter the real world.

Types of Students
CashCourse targets three types of students. The first type is one who realizes the problem and searches for tools to help. “After college, I know I’ll need to learn how to save for retirement and family,” one college student told NEFE staff during a focus group. “But I need help with where to start.”

The second group of students may not even be aware that a problem exists. “I stick to the staple stuff that you need,” one student remarked when describing his purchasing habits, “like food and beer.” These students are expected to consult the Web site for answers during crises, when they need help quickly.

“CashCourse offers a reliable resource to help young adults develop financial know-how and complete their education with confidence.” — Ted Beck

Roots of the Problem
So, how did all these young people get so far off-course financially? The key appears to lie in a basic lack of knowledge about how to manage money. Students can enter college with strong academic backgrounds, but with weak or nonexistent financial knowledge or experience.

Future college students spend the majority of their time at home and school, but these institutions often do not approach the topic of financial education. Before they head to college, many young adults may never have talked to their parents or guardians about money management. Also, often a personal finance course is not part of school curricula because many states do not require it to be taught. Due to this lack of financial education, many young people arrive at their college or university unable to make financially wise decisions.

This deficiency of knowledge can lead to financially irresponsible or uninformed behavior, which can affect students long after they leave college. Perhaps the most harmful of these behaviors is the habit of living beyond the student’s means. Over the past 15 years, the amount of credit card debt carried by 18-24 year olds has more than doubled⁵. Credit card usage may start in college as students receive multiple credit card offers and rely on cards to cover their school costs and other expenses. Once students graduate, continued poor habits can lead to debt and bankruptcy. Indeed, today’s indebted young people (ages 25-34) have the second highest bankruptcy rate in the United States.⁶

The situation is made worse by the fact that it is difficult for college students to find and evaluate sources of financial information for credibility. A recent Internet search on “financial information for college students” brought up nearly 5.5 million entries. The first search page was a confusing combination of commercial Web sites, nonprofit organization sites, press releases, worksheets, and articles. The typical college student or recent grad would look at this page and be overwhelmed by where to begin and which sources he or she can trust.
Web sites so that it would be easily accessible to students. Collaborating with colleges, universities, and alumni associations was important because students trusted these institutions and visited them on a regular basis for information.

NEFE conducted focus groups comprised of college students to determine what information potential users of the Web site would find most valuable. With participants’ concerns in mind, the Web site was designed and the content was written. There are four main categories on the site: Financial Basics, Paying for College, College Life, and World of Work. Each category contains short articles that present information in ways students can easily understand and apply to their lives.

Amy Bleakney, project manager for the program, describes CashCourse as a distinctive educational tool. Since NEFE has its own endowment, the site can offer unbiased content with no advertising and no connections to commercial entities, eliminating the concern that the program might be backed by the financial services industry. “Based on our research,” Bleakney said, “there are no other free, unaffiliated sites as comprehensive as ours. It’s one of a kind.”

Benefits of the program include:

1. It is free of charge to universities and students.
2. The program has no affiliation to commercial interests.
3. Signing up for the program is easy and efficient—participating schools enroll with NEFE and then add a link to existing Web pages.
4. School’s branding can be integrated into the site through the school’s logo and color scheme.
5. Promotional materials, including flyers, posters, and short articles for mass e-mails or newsletters, are provided and can be customized (although the schools cover the printing costs).

To be eligible, the participating organization must be a U.S. institution of higher learning. Alumni associations related to the universities and colleges may find the site of particular value, but any college department, such as financial aid or student affairs offices, can be involved as well. The project Web link may be posted to an unlimited number of Internet pages so multiple campus departments can participate. On the project’s Web site, www.cashcourse.org, there is also a notification form the general public can send to an academic institution they believe should be involved in the program.

“CashCourse offers a reliable resource to help young adults develop financial know-how and complete their education with confidence,” said Ted Beck, president and CEO of NEFE. “Through concerted attention to the needs of today’s college students, the program will help young adults gain extra credit of a different kind—the financial savvy necessary for the real world.”

If you would like to learn more or to implement the program on your campus, please contact Amy Bleakney at abb@nefe.org, (303) 224-3536, or visit www.cashcourse.org.

1 Analysis of credit reports of 3 million twenty-somethings, Experian analysis for USA Today, August 2001-2006.
The Office of Student Life at the University of Iowa has a firm commitment to helping students manage their debt problems. They stand behind this commitment by offering free credit counseling on campus for ten hours each week.

Kristi Finger, the office’s Assistant Director, notes the success of the program, but acknowledges that its approach is primarily reactive. “We wanted to develop proactive programs as well,” she said. “We were looking for ways to help students avoid getting into trouble in the first place.” For Finger’s office, CashCourse was the answer. “We had a Web site, but I didn’t have the time to update it. CashCourse enables me to avoid recreating the wheel in an area that’s not my specialty.”

Finger believes the CashCourse Web site will help students manage the transition to becoming salary earners and members of their communities. It will arm them with the knowledge they need to live the American dream. “We need to start somewhere,” Finger noted. “Last year, the savings rate was negative for Americans. It doesn’t have to be that way. CashCourse helps us give our students the education to make it different.”

The financial decisions young adults make during their college years might involve a few quarters or thousands of dollars. Once teens leave home, they begin taking their first steps toward financial independence and it is not always easy for them to know what the best choices are. In addition to the CashCourse program (see article on page 1), the booklet 40 Money Management Tips Every College Freshman Should Know helps young people learn how to take control of their money instead of letting it control them. This valuable guide, created by ScholarShop and NEFE, is now available online at www.smartaboutmoney.org/40moneytips.
NEFE Launches Corporate Web Site

The NEFE corporate Web site is offering a fresh face to the financial literacy community and general public. The site, www.nefe.org, has been redesigned and restructured to better represent the various programs and resources that NEFE offers. While several areas on the Web site remain relatively unchanged, the following is a snapshot of some of the Web site’s new features.

**Home page**
The new home page provides users with quick and easy access to relevant information, materials, and resources. The items in the left-hand navigation offer users the opportunity to learn more about NEFE while the links in the center provide quick links to the NEFE activities and resources most relevant to visitors.

**NEFE News**
Now it is even easier to keep up-to-date on what is happening at NEFE with two areas devoted to announcing the latest NEFE news. On the home page in the right-hand column, the New at NEFE section will highlight new programs, activities, and resources. Additionally, users can locate past Digests, read practical personal finance articles, and sign up to receive the Digest in the NEFE News section.

**Help for Consumers**
Offering practical financial materials that can be accessed quickly by consumers is vital. This section provides links to various resources within and outside of the NEFE site, such as the Smart About Money and Project for Financial Independence Web sites, and the Collaborative Programs section of the NEFE site. The Collaborative Programs area describes the multimedia resources that NEFE has created with various organizations, which serve audiences with unmet needs, including minority populations, youth, and people faced with health conditions.

**Public Policy**
NEFE is present more frequently where financial literacy is being discussed and promoted in the public policy arena. This section highlights the increased role of NEFE in public policy.

**Grantmaking**
In keeping with the newly revised grant guidelines announced in early 2006, the Grantmaking section provides information in user-friendly, intuitive chunks for potential grantees. Visitors can read about the grants programs that NEFE administers, as well as access information about NEFE’s own grants program, such as the guidelines, eligibility, awarded NEFE grants, and frequently asked questions (FAQs).

**White Papers**
In this section, users can read highlights or access full reports on current financial literacy topics of interest. The white papers, housed in the Research and Strategy section, are products of research studies, conferences, symposia, think tanks, roundtable discussions, and other activities that NEFE has sponsored.

**NEFE Digest Survey**
Attached to this newsletter is a mail-in survey. The survey was created to help us evaluate how well the Digest is meeting reader’s needs and wants. If you prefer to take the survey online, you can find it at www.nefe.org/digestsurvey. However, please complete only one survey, either the mail-in or the online version, so that duplication of responses is avoided.

**Holiday Closings**
The NEFE offices will be closed on Monday, September 3, for Labor Day.
To Add Your Name to Our Mailing List...

Individuals whose names are added to the NEFE mailing list will receive the bimonthly newsletter, *NEFE Digest*, as well as periodic information about the foundation’s activities. *NEFE does not rent or sell its mailing list to other organizations*. To add your name to the mailing list, please complete this form and mail or fax it to:

**National Endowment for Financial Education**  
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Greenwood Village, CO 80111  
Fax: (303) 220-0838
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